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Two molecular modes of amphiphilic block copolymer-carbon nanotube interactions have been
identified in the literature, one involving the adsorption of individual block copolymer molecules on
the carbon nanotubes and the other involving the adsorption of multimolecular, spherical micelles.
In both cases, the nature of stability imparted to the dispersion of carbon nanotubes in the aqueous
medium is kinetic, controlled by the steric barrier imposed by the adsorbed individual block
copolymer molecules or the adsorbed micelles. In this study, we propose another mode of molecular
interaction, wherein the block copolymer molecules self-assemble around the nanotube, generating
aggregates in which the nanotubes are solubilized. In this case, the resulting system is a
thermodynamically stable nanocolloidal solution, similar to aqueous surfactant solutions, in contrast
to the kinetically stabilized nanotube dispersions. To examine whether such solubilization of
nanotubes is possible, we have constructed a simple phenomenological theory for the free energy
change associated with solubilization and have performed illustrative numerical simulations based
on the theory. The calculated results for the commercially available symmetric PEO-PPO-PEO
triblock copolymers and for the PEO-PPO diblock copolymers having the same composition and
molecular weight as the triblocks show that indeed the block copolymer molecules are capable of
solubilizing the carbon nanotubes. While the block copolymers whose natural curvature is
cylindrical are the best candidates to solubilize the nanotubes, other block copolymers whose natural
curvature is spherical or lamellar, are also found capable of solubilizing the nanotubes. Most
interestingly, the solubilization is found to be size specific suggesting that this can be developed into
a practical method to fractionate carbon nanotubes by their diameter. These results are applicable to
both single-walled and multiwalled carbon nanotubes and the general conclusions are valid also for
other diblock and triblock copolymers. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3216569�

I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes �CNTs� are hollow graphitic nanoma-
terials with diameters ranging from 0.4 to 2 nm for single-
walled nanotubes �SWNTs� and from 2 to 100 nm for con-
centric multiwalled nanotubes �MWNTs�. CNTs possess high
aspect ratios of the order of 1000 s, very high specific surface
areas, high mechanical strength, rich electronic and conduc-
tive properties, excellent chemical and thermal stability, and
ultralight weight. Because of these superior properties, nu-
merous mechanical, electronic, optical, sensing and biologi-
cal applications based on CNTs are currently being
visualized.1 It is well recognized that effective dispersion of
nanoparticles and the retention of their large aspect ratios are
essential for attaining many of their superior properties.2,3

However, because of the strong van der Waals attractions
between the nanotubes, the freshly synthesized SWNTs do
not exist as individual nanotubes but are aggregated into
bundle of nanotubes. Extensive research in the last 5 years

has focused on two general approaches to dispersing
CNTs.2–21 One is surface treatment of the nanotubes coupled
with covalent functionalization. The main disadvantages of
this approach are the disruption of the extended � conjuga-
tion in nanotubes and the reduction in nanotube lengths, both
of which severely undermine the electrical and mechanical
properties of the nanotubes. The second approach is electro-
static or steric stabilization of dispersions by noncovalent
adsorption of surfactants or polymers onto the nanotube sur-
face. The main disadvantages of this approach are that only
kinetically stable dispersions are obtained, with the stability
limited in time, and perturbations to system conditions dur-
ing processing can lead to dispersion instability and aggre-
gation of nanotubes. Despite their limitations, both of these
approaches represent the current compromise between the
adverse features intrinsic to the dispersion method and the
advantages gained from being able to disperse the nanotubes.
To overcome the limitations of the above two approaches, we
propose a third approach based on noncovalent, molecular
assembly to produce a thermodynamically stable nanocolloi-
dal solution containing amphiphilic polymers that undergo
molecular assembly with and thereby, solubilize the CNTs.

The first attempt at using polymers to stabilize nanotube
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dispersions involved water soluble, linear homopolymers and
the mechanism of stabilization was suggested to be based on
the polymer wrapping around the nanotubes.2 In the case of
amphiphilic copolymers, two molecular visualizations of
how they interact with the nanotubes have been suggested in
the literature �Fig. 1�. In the first model, the hydrophobic
block of the individual block copolymer adsorbs strongly on
the nanotube surface, serving as the anchor, while the hydro-
philic block extends and swells in the aqueous domain, im-
parting steric stabilization to the nanotube dispersion. This is
referred to as a nonwrapping model,18 differentiating it
from the polymer wrapping model proposed for the
homopolymers.2,22 In the second model, spherical micelles
�rather than individual molecules� of block copolymers ad-
sorb on the nanotube surface and the steric stabilization is
provided by the interactions involving these micellar
aggregates.14 Both of these structural descriptions are quite
reasonable and indeed are expected to occur for many am-
phiphilic block copolymers. In contrast, we propose a third
structural description �also shown in Fig. 1� where the block
copolymer molecules self-assemble around the CNTs to gen-
erate micelles solubilizing the nanotubes. In this case, the
nature of stability imparted is thermodynamic and the system
can be viewed as not a dispersion, but a thermodynamically
stable, aqueous, and nanocolloidal solution. In this paper, we
develop a simple phenomenological theory for the molecular
assembly of CNT-block copolymer system in aqueous solu-
tion, in order to examine whether our proposed structure is
thermodynamically favored to occur or not. The theory is
formulated such as to apply to diblock and symmetric tri-
block copolymers. The illustrative numerical simulations
based on the theory have been carried out for the

symmetric triblock polyethylene oxide-polypropylene oxide-
polyethylene oxide �PEO-PPO-PEO� copolymers since
they are commercially available �with the trade name of
Pluronics®� and for comparison purposes, also for PEO-PPO
diblock copolymers having the same block composition and
molecular weight as the triblocks. We consider the solubili-
zation of single nanotubes as well as cluster of nanotubes,
the cluster being treated simply as a nanotube of larger
diameter. The approach and the computational results are
applicable to both single wall and multiwall CNTs.

II. THEORY OF SOLUBILIZATION OF CNTS

We consider a system consisting of solvent water, am-
phiphilic block copolymers and CNTs. The amphiphilic
block copolymers exist as singly dispersed molecules as well
as aggregates in the aqueous solution. The aggregates may
incorporate individual CNT or clusters of CNTs �treated as a
cylinder of larger diameter� via micellar solubilization; or
alternatively, the block copolymer aggregates may be free of
any nanotubes. We assume that there are no individual CNTs
in the solution unless they are solubilized by the block co-
polymer aggregates as described above, since the aqueous
solubility of the nanotubes can be considered practically
zero. The aqueous solution coexists with a phase of CNTs,
consisting of aggregates or bundles of nanotubes, which are
merely suspended in the aqueous medium. The question we
seek to answer is whether the CNTs will prefer to remain in
their own phase because of the strong cohesive nanotube-
nanotube interactions or will they be solubilized by the block
copolymer micelles to generate a truly nanocolloidal, ther-
modynamically stable solution. We answer this question by
combining a general thermodynamic treatment of
self-assembly23 �Sec. II A� with a phenomenological free en-
ergy model for the solubilization of nanotubes within block
copolymer aggregates �Sec. II C�, which takes into account
the geometrical features of the self-assembled aggregates
�Sec. II B�.

A. Description of equilibrium self-assembly

The chemical potential of molecules in a dilute solution
which contains water, singly dispersed block copolymer mol-
ecules and block copolymer aggregates of all shapes, with
aggregation numbers denoted by g, can be obtained by treat-
ing aggregates of each shape and size as distinct chemical
species. For block copolymer aggregates, with aggregation
number g, including g=1 �namely, the singly dispersed mol-
ecule�, the chemical potential can be expressed23 in the form

�g = �g
o + kT ln Xg, �1�

where �g
o is the standard state chemical potential of the

specie g, Xg is its mole fraction in solution, k is the Boltz-
mann constant, and T is the absolute temperature �expressed
in K�. The standard states for all the aggregates and the sin-
gly dispersed copolymer molecule are taken to be infinitely
dilute solution conditions. Solvent water and the phase of
CNTs are represented by pure component reference states.
Note that in Eq. �1�, it is possible to consider alternate ex-
pressions for the translational entropy �or cratic� term24,25 but

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the different molecular modes of block
copolymer-CNT interactions. The first two modes describe simple adsorp-
tion of either singly dispersed block copolymer molecules or spherical block
copolymer micelles on the nanotube. The third mode describes the self-
assembly of block copolymer molecules around the nanotube, solubilizing
the nanotube.
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the choice is not critical to the purposes of this paper and has
no effect on the main conclusions. From the condition of
equality of chemical potentials at equilibrium, �g=g �1, we
get23 the aggregate size distribution

Xg = X1
g exp�−

��g
o − g �1

o�
kT

� = X1
g exp�−

g��g
o

kT
� , �2�

where ��g
o is the difference in the standard state chemical

potentials between a block copolymer molecule present in an
aggregate of size g and a singly dispersed block copolymer
in water. The critical micelle concentration �CMC� at which
the aggregates come into existence is approximately given23

by

XCMC = exp���g
o

kT
� , �3�

As is well known, block copolymer molecules can form
spherical, cylindrical, or lamellar aggregates in aqueous
solutions.26 We can compare the standard state free energy
change ���g

o� on the formation of these equilibrium aggre-
gates of different shapes against the standard state free en-
ergy change on the formation of cylindrical aggregates solu-
bilizing CNTs and based on minimum energy considerations,
determine whether the block copolymer would form a
nanotube-free aggregate or a cylindrical micelle solubilizing
a single nanotube or a cluster of nanotubes.

To perform predictive calculations of the aggregation be-
havior, specific expressions for ��g

o are needed. Since ��g
o

depends on the shape and size of the aggregates, the geo-
metrical relations governing the aggregates are first defined.
All of the equations developed here are in a form applicable
to AB diblock copolymers and symmetric BAB triblock co-
polymers, where A refers to the hydrophobic block and B to
the hydrophilic block.

B. Geometrical relations for aggregates

The geometrical relations describing nanotube-free
spherical, cylindrical and lamellar block copolymer aggre-
gates as well as cylindrical aggregates in which either a
single nanotube or a nanotube cluster is solubilized are sum-
marized in Table I. The variables NA and NB refer to the
number of segments of block A and block B for the AB
diblock as well as the BAB triblock copolymers, implying
that the BAB triblock copolymer has two terminal blocks of
size NB /2 attached to a middle block of size NA. We denote
the molecular volumes of the A and the B segments, and the
solvent water by vA, vB, and vW, respectively. The character-
istic lengths of the A and the B segments are denoted by
LA=vA

1/3 and LB=vB
1/3.

The hydrophobic domain of the aggregate consists only
of block A and we use the variable R to denote the dimension
of the A domain. Thus, R is the core radius for sphere or
cylinder and the half bilayer thickness for lamella, in the case
of nanotube-free aggregates; and R is the thickness of the
cylindrical shell of A surrounding the nanotube, in the case
of aggregates with solubilized nanotube. The hydrophilic do-
main consists of block B and solvent water and we use the
variable D to denote the dimension of the B domain. Thus, D
is the thickness of the shell containing B blocks and solvent
water in nanotube-free aggregates as well as nanotubes solu-
bilized aggregates. The variable a is used to denote the inter-
facial area of the aggregate per constituent block copolymer
molecule, at the domain A-domain B interface. The variable
RT denotes the radius of the single nanotube or the nanotube
cluster. The variable aT denotes the interfacial area of the
aggregate per constituent block copolymer molecule, at the
nanotube-domain A interface.

The number of block copolymer molecules g in the ag-
gregate, the volume VC of the hydrophobic A domain, and
the volume VS of the hydrophilic B domain, all refer to the

TABLE I. Geometrical properties of aggregates. �The variables VC, VS, and g are defined per unit length for cylinders and per unit area for lamella. RT is the
radius of the nanotube, either a single tube or a cluster of tubes.�

Property

Nanotube-free aggregates
Cylindrical aggregate
solubilizing nanotubesSphere Cylinder Lamella

Volume of hydrophobic
A domain VC 4�R3 /3 �R2 2R ���R+RT�2− �RT�2�

Volume of hydrophilic
B domain VS VC��1+D /R�3−1� VC��1+D /R�2−1� VC��1+D /R�−1� ���D+R+RT�2− �R+RT�2�

Aggregation number
of micelle g VC / �NAvA� VC / �NAvA� VC / �NAvA� VC / �NAvA�

Area per molecule
at domain A-
domain B
interface a 4�R2 /g=3NAvA /R 2�R /g=2NAvA /R 2 /g=NAvA /R 2��RT+R� /g

Area per molecule
at nanotube-domain A
interface aT 2�RT /g

Volume fraction of
B in corona �B �VC /VS� �NBvB� / �NAvA� �VC /VS� �NBvB� / �NAvA� �VC /VS� �NBvB� / �NAvA� �VC /VS� �NBvB� / �NAvA�
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total quantities in the case of spherical aggregates, quantities
per unit length in the case of cylindrical aggregates, and
quantities per unit area in the case of lamellar aggregates.
The hydrophobic A domain volume is calculated as the sum
of the volumes of the A blocks constituting the aggregate
VC=gNAvA. In both the hydrophobic A and hydrophilic B
domains, the concentrations of the A and the B segments are
assumed to be uniform, with �A denoting the volume fraction
of the A segments in the hydrophobic domain ��A being
unity� and �B representing the volume fraction of the B seg-
ments in the hydrophilic domain. If any two structural vari-
ables are specified, all the remaining geometrical variables
can be calculated through the relations given in Table I. For
convenience, we choose R and D as the independent vari-
ables.

C. Contributions to the standard free energy change
on of aggregation

The expression for the standard free energy change on
aggregation is formulated by identifying all physicochemical
changes accompanying micelle formation around a single
nanotube or a cluster of nanotubes. A number of contribu-
tions have to be considered including changes in the dilution
and deformation states of A and B blocks, the formation of
domain A-domain B interface, the localization of the copoly-
mer, the backfolding in the case of the triblock copolymer
and the transfer of the nanotube from a pure nanotube phase
to the interior of the micelle in the aqueous phase. Thus

��g
o = ���g

o�A,dil + ���g
o�A,def + ���g

o�int + ���g
o�B,dil

+ ���g
o�B,def + ���g

o�loc + ���g
o�loop + ���g

o�CNT,

�4�

Expressions for each of these contributions, in the absence of
solubilization of nanotubes, have been developed in detail in
our previous treatments24–26 of aggregation in amphiphilic
block copolymer solutions and therefore, are only briefly
presented below. The modifications necessary to account for
the solubilization of nanotubes are discussed in more detail
here.

�i� Change in state of dilution of block A: In the singly
dispersed copolymer, the hydrophobic A block is in a
collapsed state, possibly with some solvent trapped in
the collapsed globule, and this state is described using
the de Gennes theory27 for the conformation of a col-
lapsed polymer

ln�1 − �A1� + �A1 + �AW�A1
2 = 0,

�5�
�A = �6/��1/3NA

−1/6�A1
−1/3,

where �A1 is the segment volume fraction within the
collapsed polymer, �AW is the Flory interaction pa-
rameter between block A and the solvent W, and �A is
the chain expansion parameter. The globule surface is
interacting with the water medium and the character-
istic interfacial tension �AW is calculated from knowl-
edge of the Flory interaction parameter between block
A and the solvent W.

�AW = ��AW

6
�1/2 kT

LW
2 , LW = vW

1/3, �6�

Considering now the aggregated state, the A block is
in a domain of its own, equivalent to a pure A poly-
mer. Therefore, the free energy change corresponding
to this change in dilution state of A block can be cal-
culated using the Flory theory for polymer solutions28

as:

���g
o�A,dil

kT
= − NA	 vA

vW

1 − �A1

�A1
ln�1 − �A1�

+
vA

vW
�1 − �A1��AW
 − ��AWLA

2

kT
�6NA

1/2

�A
,

�7�

where the first term accounts for the interactions be-
tween A segments and water within the collapsed
globule and the second term accounts for the interfa-
cial energy between the collapsed globule and water.

�ii� Change in state of deformation of block A: In the
singly dispersed copolymer, the A block deformation
is determined by the chain expansion parameter �A

and the free energy of this state is represented by the
Flory theory for an isolated polymer molecule.28 In
the aggregate, the hydrophobic domain dimension R
determines the elastic deformation of the A blocks and
the free energy of this state is described by Semenov’s
theory for elastic deformation in constrained
systems.29 On this basis, the free energy change cor-
responding to the change in elastic deformation states
of the A block can be calculated.23,26 In nanotube-free
aggregates, the hydrophobic block A fills the entire
core of the aggregate. For this case

���g
o�A,def

kT
= 	q� p�2

80
� R2

�NA/q�LA
2 


− 	3

2
��A

2 − 1� − ln �A
3
 , �8�

where q=1 for AB diblock and 2 for symmetric BAB
triblock copolymers and p is the shape-dependent mo-
lecular packing parameter, equal to 3 for spheres, 5
for cylinders, and 10 for lamellae. The first term ac-
counts for the A block in the aggregated state while
the second term corresponds to the A block in the
singly dispersed state. When nanotubes are solubi-
lized, the A blocks are confined to the region between
the nanotubes and the hydrophilic B blocks. In this
case, the deformation free energy in the aggregated
state is again calculated using the Semenov theory
valid for such a constraint29 and is given by the modi-
fied expression23
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���g
o�A,def

kT
= q	3

2

LAR

�aT/q�
P
 − 	3

2
��A

2 − 1� − ln �A
3
 ,

�9�

where aT is the interfacial area per molecule of the
aggregate at the nanotube-domain A interface and P is
a shape-dependent function given by P=ln�1
+ �R /RT�� for the cylindrical aggregates.

�iii� Change in state of dilution of block B: In the singly
dispersed copolymer, the B block is swollen with wa-
ter and its conformational state is defined by the seg-
ment volume fraction �B1 within the swollen unimer
treated as a sphere and the chain expansion parameter
�B. The segment volume fraction �B1 and the corre-
sponding chain expansion parameter �B are calculated
using the Flory theory for a swollen isolated polymer
molecule,28 incorporating in it a correction for the co-
efficient suggested by Stockmayer:30

�B1 = �6/���NB/q�−1/2�B
−3,

�10�
�B

5 − �B
3 = 0.88�1/2 − �BW��NB/q�1/2,

where �BW is the Flory interaction parameter between
block B and the solvent W. The free energy of dilution
in this state is described by the Flory theory for poly-
mer solutions.28 In the aggregate, the B blocks are
again swollen with water but the state of dilution is
different compared to that in the singly dispersed
state. The free energy of dilution of the B blocks in
the aggregate is also described by the Flory theory for
polymer solutions.28 On this basis, the free energy
contribution to account for the change in the dilution
state of B block is written as

���g
o�B,dil

kT
= NB	 vB

vW

1 − �B

�B
ln�1 − �B�

+
vB

vW
�1 − �B��BW


− NB	 vB

vW

1 − �B1

�B1
ln�1 − �B1�

+
vB

vW
�1 − �B1��BW
 , �11�

�iv� Change in state of deformation of block B: In the
singly dispersed copolymer, the B block conformation
is described by the chain expansion parameter �B and
the free energy of deformation of this state is repre-
sented by the Flory theory for an isolated polymer
molecule.28 In the aggregate, the hydrophilic domain
dimension D determines the conformation of the B
blocks and the chain deformation in this state is de-
scribed by Semenov’s theory.29 On this basis, the free
energy change corresponding to the change in elastic
deformation states of the B block can be calculated.23

In nanotubes-free aggregates, the hydrophilic block B

extends from the core domain defined by R to the
overall aggregate domain defined by R+D. For this
case

���g
o�B,def

kT
= q	3

2

LBR

�a/q��B
P
 − q	3

2
��B

2 − 1� − ln �B
3
 ,

�12�

where a is the surface area per molecule of the aggre-
gate at the domain A-domain B interface, q=1 for AB
diblock and 2 for BAB triblock, and P is a shape-
dependent function given by P= �D /R� / �1+ �D /R��
for spheres, P=ln�1+ �D /R�� for cylinders and P
=D /R for the lamellae.23 For cylindrical aggregates in
which nanotubes are solubilized, the hydrophilic
block B extends from the position R+RT to the posi-
tion R+RT+D. For this case

���g
o�B,def

kT
= q	3

2

LB�R + RT�
�a/q��B

P

− q	3

2
��B

2 − 1� − ln �B
3
 . �13�

Again, a is the surface area per molecule of the ag-
gregate at the domain A-domain B interface, q=1 for
AB diblock and 2 for BAB triblock, and P is a shape-
dependent function now given by P=ln�1+ �D / �R
+RT���.

�v� Formation of domain A-domain B interface: The for-
mation of an aggregate is associated with the genera-
tion of an interface between the hydrophobic domain
made up of A blocks and the hydrophilic domain con-
sisting of B blocks and water �W�. The characteristic
interfacial tension �agg between the two domains can
be calculated based on the Prigogine theory for inter-
facial tension between two solutions31,32 or by ap-
proximate composition averaging approaches,26 as is
done here.

���g
o�int

kT
=

�agg

kT
a, �agg = �AW�1 − �B� + �AB�B,

�14�

where �AB can be estimated from the Flory interac-
tion parameter �AB. However, since �AB is expected
to be much smaller than �AW and �B is expected to be
much smaller than 1, the second term can usually be
neglected without any significant consequence and we
make this approximation for simplicity. Certainly, it is
possible to avoid such a simplification but this does
not affect the main results arrived at in this work.

�vi� Localization of block copolymer: The A-B link in ev-
ery copolymer molecule is confined to a narrow vol-
ume of the aggregate. The corresponding free energy
change is calculated using a configurational volume
restriction model.24,26 For nanotubes-free aggregates
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���g
o�loc

kT
= − q ln	 dLB

R�1 + D/R�d
 , �15�

where d=3 for spheres, 2 for cylinders, and 1 for
lamellae. For cylindrical aggregates in which nano-
tubes are solubilized

���g
o�loc

kT
= − q ln	 2�R + RT�LB

�RT + R + D�2 − �RT�2
 . �16�

�vii� Backfolding for a BAB block copolymer: In the case
of a BAB triblock copolymer, the molecule has to fold
back to ensure that the B blocks at the two ends are in
the hydrophilic domain. The corresponding free en-
ergy contribution due to backfolding or loop forma-
tion of the A block is calculated using the Jacobson–
Stockmayer model33

���g
o�loop

kT
=

3

2
	 ln�NA� , �17�

taking the excluded volume parameter 	 to be unity.33

�viii� Transfer of nanotubes from bulk phase to aggregate in
water: All free energy contributions discussed above
are only indirectly influenced by the solubilization of
the nanotube. A direct and important free energy con-
tribution comes from the transfer of the nanotube
from a bulk nanotube phase to the micelle interior.
When the nanotubes are transferred from a bulk nano-
tube phase to an aggregate in aqueous solution, the
cohesive nanotube-nanotube and A block-A block in-
teractions are replaced by adhesive nanotube-A block
interactions. Such an interchange free energy is repre-
sented by the Flory interaction parameter �AT �sub-
script T denoting the nanotube or nanotube cluster�,
which can be used to calculate the free energy change
corresponding to this transfer process. Alternately, the
transfer process can be viewed as one involving
changes in the interfacial states for the nanotubes. In
the initial state, the interface of the nanotube or the
nanotube cluster is characterized by the interfacial
tension �TT=0, since each tube is interacting with
other identical tubes, that is, the interface is that be-
tween identical surfaces. In the aggregate, the nano-
tubes �or the nanotubes cluster� has an interface in
contact with the hydrophobic block A, characterized
by the interfacial tension �AT. Correspondingly, the
free energy change for this transfer process can be
written as,

���g
o�CNT

kT
=

��AT − �TT�
kT

aT =
�AT

kT
aT �18�

where aT is the interfacial area of the aggregate per
block copolymer molecule, at the nanotube-domain A
interface and the free energy change is expressed per
molecule of the amphiphilic block copolymer in the
aggregate solubilizing the nanotubes. The interfacial
tension �AT can be related to the Flory interaction
parameter �AT using the usual relation

�AT = ��AT

6
�1/2kT

LA
2 , LA = vA

1/3. �19�

Therefore, the calculations of this free energy contri-
bution using the interfacial free energy consideration
or a change in cohesive energy consideration are both
equivalent. The magnitude of the Flory parameter �AT

can be expected to be of the order of 0–1, depending
on the compatibility between the hydrophobic A block
and the nanotubes. This would roughly correspond to
interfacial tension �AT values of 0 to 10 mN/m. In-
deed, a value of about 1 for �AT has been suggested
when polypropylene oxide is the hydrophobic block18

which in view of Eq. �19� would correspond to �AT

=8.3 mN /m at 300 K and �AT=10 mN /m at 362 K.
Since this is a positive free energy contribution, the
smaller the magnitude of �AT, the larger the likeli-
hood of solubilization of nanotubes within the block
copolymer aggregates. In this paper, we will take the
variable �AT as a parameter to perform the illustrative
calculations, selecting �AT=0,5 and 10 mN/m, for the
numerical simulations corresponding respectively to
�AT values of about 0, 0.36 and 1.46. Clearly, such
variations in the values for �AT or �AT can be
achieved when the hydrophobic block of the copoly-
mer is chosen to be different from polypropylene ox-
ide.

III. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Estimation of molecular constants

Illustrative calculations have been carried out for poly-
ethylene oxide-polypropylene oxide-polyethylene oxide
�PEO-PPO-PEO, EXPYEX� symmetric triblock copolymers
and PEO-PPO �EXPY� diblock copolymers. The molecular
volumes of the repeating units are estimated24–26 to be vA

=0.0965 nm3 for propylene oxide and vB=0.0646 nm3 for
ethylene oxide while the molecular volume of water is vW

=0.030 nm3. The molecular weights of the PO and EO seg-
ments are 58 and 44 Daltons, respectively. The Flory inter-
action parameters �AW between PPO and water and �BW be-
tween PEO and water are estimated from available
experimental activity data for polymer solutions.34 These
data display a concentration dependence for the interaction
parameter as has been observed for a number of polymer
solutions reflecting the inadequacies of the Flory theory.
Since the hydrophilic domain of the aggregate is a dilute
solution of PEO in water, �BW is taken from the dilute region
of the activity data as equal to 0.2. The hydrophobic region
of the aggregate is made of pure PPO and hence, �AW is
taken from the concentrated region of the activity data as
equal to 2.1. The corresponding value for the PPO-water
interfacial tension is estimated using Eq. �6� to be �AW

=25.9 mN /m.
The interfacial tension between CNT and the hydropho-

bic block A is a key model parameter. The condition of
�AT
0 mN /m can occur if specific interactions are present
between the nanotube surface and the A domain. In the most
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general case, when nonspecific interactions dominate the
polymer-nanotube interactions, we expect �AT�0 mN /m.
Such would be the case for the polypropylene oxide block
selected in this work for illustrative calculations. In this
work, the numerical calculations have been performed taking
the interfacial tension between the nanotube surface and the
A domain to be �AT=0,5 and 10 mN/m, respectively. The
first choice implies that the block A-nanotube interactions
are practically identical to the nanotube-nanotube interac-
tions and this maximizes the probability of solubilization of
nanotubes within the block copolymer micelles. The larger
the magnitude of �AT, the greater the incompatibility be-
tween block A and the nanotube and consequently, the prob-
ability of solubilizing the nanotubes within the micelles de-
creases.

The free energy minimizations are carried out using the
FORTRAN IMSL Subroutine ZXMWD which has been used
in our previous theoretical studies dealing with surfactant
micelles, mixed micelles, solubilization, and
microemulsions.23,35 This minimization routine has per-
formed robustly for all of these problems where the number
of independent variables over which the minimization is per-
formed has ranged between 1 and 5. In the present case, the
minimization is done with respect to the two independent
variables R and D. In nanotube-free solutions, the aggregate
shape that yields the lowest standard state free energy change
on aggregation is taken to be the equilibrium shape. If the
standard state free energy change on the formation of the
cylindrical aggregate solubilizing the nanotube is lower than
that for the formation of the nanotube-free aggregate �sphere,
cylinder, or lamella�, then the solubilization of the nanotubes
is considered favorable.

B. Aggregation behavior in nanotube-free solutions

The equilibrium aggregate morphologies predicted for
the PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymers of various block
compositions and molecular weights are summarized in Fig.
2. The calculated morphologies correspond to concentrations
above the CMC and for dilute solutions, namely, no inter-
micelle interactions are considered. The CMCs for most of
the block copolymers shown on Fig. 2 are well below experi-
mentally measurable values and only for the block copoly-
mers that are rich in polyethylene oxide, the CMCs become
measurable. Each entry in Fig. 2 corresponds to a commer-
cially available triblock copolymer. The entries in the figure
are arranged such that the weight fraction of PEO in the
block copolymer increases from top to bottom and the mo-
lecular weight of the block copolymer increases from left to
right. The calculated results predict that at room temperature,
in nanotube-free solutions, the block copolymers with 20
wt % PEO �L62, L72, L92, and L122� form lamellar aggre-
gates, those with 30 wt % PEO form either lamellae �L63� or
cylinders �P103 and P123� while molecules containing 40
wt % or more of PEO form spherical aggregates. Lamellar
aggregates are favored when the ratio of PEO to PPO is
small whereas spherical aggregates are favored when the
PEO to PPO ratio is large.

For comparison, the equilibrium aggregate morphologies

predicted for the PEO-PPO diblock copolymers of various
compositions and molecular weights are summarized in Fig.
3. The block compositions and molecular weights are kept
identical to those of the commercially available pluronic tri-
block copolymer and the entries in Fig. 3 are identified with
the same trade names but with a prefix Di to indicate they are
diblock copolymers. The general pattern of aggregation for
the diblock copolymers follows the same trend as for the
triblock copolymers. At room temperature, in nanotube-free
solutions, the block copolymers with 20 wt % PEO �Di-L62,
Di-L72, Di-L92, and Di-L122� form lamellar aggregates, Di-
L63 with 30 wt % PEO forms cylinders, while the other

FIG. 2. Representation of equilibrium aggregate shapes for a number of
PEO-PPO-PEO symmetric triblock copolymers, in nanotube-free aqueous
solutions. For each block copolymer, the entries include the trade name,
block composition �the number of ethylene oxide units E and propylene
oxide units P�, molecular weight and the equilibrium aggregate shape in
dilute aqueous solution.

FIG. 3. Representation of equilibrium aggregate shapes for a number of
PEO-PPO diblock copolymers, in nanotube-free aqueous solutions. For each
block copolymer, the entries include a molecular designation �which is the
trade name of the triblock of the same molecular weight and composition
preceded by the prefix Di�, block composition �the number of ethylene oxide
units E and propylene oxide units P�, molecular weight and the equilibrium
aggregate shape in dilute aqueous solution.
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diblocks with 30 or larger weight percent PEO form spheres.
As for the triblocks, lamellar aggregates are favored when
the ratio of PEO to PPO is small whereas spherical aggre-
gates are favored when the PEO to PPO ratio is large.

Experimental phase diagrams for PEO-PPO-PEO block
copolymers corroborate the aggregation patterns described
above corresponding to room temperature and dilute solution
conditions.36 Similar experimental phase behavior data
where the block copolymer composition is systematically
changed over an extensive range are not available for other
block copolymers. Limited data37 available for polyethylene
oxide-polydimethylsiloxane-polyethylene oxide �PEO-
PDMS-PEO� are consistent with the above described depen-
dence of the aggregate shape on block copolymer composi-
tion. Previous theoretical studies38 on some diblock
copolymers also predicted the same dependence of aggregate
shapes on the block copolymer composition.

The predicted aggregation pattern as a function of the
block copolymer composition follows the well-known geo-
metrical packing concepts proposed for small surfactant ag-
gregates based on the interplay between the interfacial free
energy for the formation of the aggregate core-water inter-
face and the free energy of surfactant head group
repulsions.39,40 According to this molecular packing concept,
when the head group repulsions are weak, lamellar aggre-
gates are favored while for strong head group repulsions,
spherical aggregates are formed. Cylindrical aggregates re-
sult for intermediate values of head group repulsions. In the
block copolymer aggregates considered here, the free energy
contributions associated with the hydrophilic B domain are
analogous to the head group repulsions in classical surfactant
micelles. Therefore the pattern of aggregation observed for
increasing head group repulsions in surfactants is reproduced
in the case of block copolymers with increasing size of the
hydrophilic block.

The predicted hydrophobic and hydrophilic domain di-
mensions and the aggregation numbers for a number of PEO-
PPO-PEO triblock copolymers are listed in Table II. The
aggregation number g is the total number of block copolymer
molecules in the micelle in the case of spheres, the number
of block copolymer molecules per nm length in the case of
cylinders, and the number of block copolymer molecules per
nm2 area in the case of lamellae. For a given size of the
hydrophobic block, the hydrophobic domain size R increases
from lamellar to cylindrical to spherical aggregate. In con-
trast, the hydrophilic domain size D is mainly controlled by
the size of the B block and less dependent on the shape of the
aggregate. The equilibrium area per molecule a increases
from lamellar to cylindrical to spherical aggregate.

C. Predicted solubilization behavior of nanotubes
in solutions of triblock copolymer

For each of the 21 triblock copolymers shown on Fig. 2,
the standard state free energy change on the formation of a
cylindrical aggregate solubilizing the nanotube has been
computed and compared against the standard state free en-
ergy change on the formation of a nanotube-free aggregate
�which can be a sphere, cylinder or a lamella, depending on
the block copolymer�. The difference between these two
computed free energy changes on aggregation is plotted in
Fig. 4 as a function of the diameter of the nanotube or nano-
tube cluster, for the model parameter �AT=0 mN /m for a
number of triblock copolymers. If the difference between the
two standard state free energy changes is negative, then it
would imply the preferential formation of cylindrical aggre-
gate solubilizing nanotubes compared to the formation of a
nanotube-free aggregate. Of the 21 triblock copolymer mol-
ecules listed on Fig. 2, nine molecules �six of which are
shown on Fig. 4� are found capable of solubilizing the CNTs

TABLE II. Predicted structural properties of nanotube-free aggregates �R is the size of the hydrophobic A
domain, D is the size of the hydrophilic B domain, a is the area per molecule of the domain A-domain B
interface, g is the aggregation number defined as the total number of molecules in a micelle in the case of
sphere, the number of molecules per nm length in the case of cylinder and the number of molecules per nm2

area in the case of lamella.�

Trade
Name

Block
copolymer
description

R
�nm�

D
�nm�

a
�nm2� g

Aggregate
shape

L62 E6P35E6 1.75 0.96 1.93 1.04 Lamella
L72 E6P38E6 1.87 0.96 1.96 1.02 Lamella
L92 E8P50E8 2.19 1.22 2.20 0.91 Lamella
L122 E11P69E11 2.65 1.60 2.52 0.80 Lamella
L63 E9P32E9 1.45 1.39 2.13 0.94 Lamella
P103 E17P60E17 3.86 2.15 2.99 8.1 Cylinder
P123 E20P70E20 4.21 2.44 3.21 8.3 Cylinder
L64 E13P30E13 3.41 1.66 2.54 57 Sphere
P84 E19P43E19 4.22 2.25 2.97 75 Sphere
P104 E27P61E27 5.10 2.98 3.47 94 Sphere
P65 E19P29E19 3.07 2.21 2.74 43 Sphere
P85 E26P40E26 3.63 2.83 3.16 53 Sphere
F127 E100P64E100 3.75 7.02 5.00 35 Sphere
F98 E118P45E118 2.67 7.03 4.86 18 Sphere
F108 E133P50E133 2.83 7.66 5.14 20 Sphere
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or nanotube clusters. Of these, P103 and P123 are block
copolymers whose natural curvature is a cylinder �as can be
seen from Fig. 2�, while L62, L72, L92, L122, and L63 have
lamella as the natural curvature and L64 and P84 have
sphere as the natural curvature. All these molecules occur
contiguously in Fig. 2 corresponding to continually changing
values for the molecular packing parameter. We can conclude
that the molecules with cylinder as the natural curvature are
the obvious choices to solubilize the nanotube or nanotube
cluster while the molecules whose properties are close to the
cylinder formers �as can be seen from their location on Fig.
2� are also capable of solubilizing the nanotubes or clusters,
in spite of their natural curvature being spherical or lamellar.
These conclusions are valid for all concentrations of block
copolymers in dilute solutions since the CMCs for all of
these block copolymers are negligibly small.

D. Prediction of size selectivity in solubilization

The diameter of the nanotube preferentially solubilized
by the aggregates is also consistent with the natural curvature
of the block copolymer. Those with sphere as the natural
curvatures solubilize the smallest nanotubes; while those
with lamella as the natural curvature solubilize the larger
nanotube or more likely the nanotube cluster. The block co-
polymers with cylinder as the natural curvature preferentially
solubilize nanotubes or clusters in the intermediate size
range. For all block copolymers, the plotted difference in the
free energy changes on aggregation show dependence on the
size of the nanotube solubilized. Clearly, this implies that the
solubilization process is size selective. The results imply that
when the block copolymer solution is contacted with the

nanotubes, first, the nanotubes for which the free energy
change on solubilization is the lowest will be preferentially
solubilized. Once all of these nanotubes are solubilized and
if free block copolymer micelles are still available, then
nanotubes with a higher free energy change on solubilization
will be taken up by the micelles. Further, there is a cutoff
value for the diameter of the nanotube or nanotube cluster
that can be solubilized by a given block copolymer. In this
manner a size dependent extraction process for the uptake of
nanotubes into micelles can be developed.

E. Impact of nanotube-domain A interactions

As mentioned earlier, an increase in the magnitude of
�AT indicates the adhesive attractions between the nanotube
and the hydrophobic A block are weaker than the cohesive
nanotube-nanotube attractions. Correspondingly, one would
expect a decrease in the probability of solubilization. The
solubilization of nanotubes is examined in Figs. 5 and 6 for
larger values of the model parameter �AT=5 and 10 mN/m,
respectively. Predicted results show that of the 21 triblock
copolymer molecules, only four molecules are capable of
solubilizing the nanotubes or nanotube clusters when �AT

=5 mN /m. These include the lamella former L63, the cyl-
inder formers P103 and P123 and the sphere former L64
�Fig. 5�. When �AT=10 mN /m, only the lamella former L63
and the two cylinder formers P103 and P123 are found to
solubilize the nanotubes �Fig. 6�. The results shown on Figs.
4–6 are independent of the concentration of the block co-
polymer and are valid for dilute solutions. In all cases, the
solubilization is size specific. For the larger values of �AT,

FIG. 4. The difference between the standard state free energy change on
forming a cylindrical aggregate with solubilized nanotube and the standard
state free energy change on forming a nanotube-free aggregate as a function
of the diameter of the nanotube or nanotube cluster for the parameter �AT

=0 mN /m. In nanotube-free solutions, these molecules have preferred natu-
ral curvatures of sphere �P84�, cylinder �P103 and P123� or lamella �L62,
L122, and L63�. Negative values correspond to preference for nanotube
solubilized aggregates over nanotube-free aggregates.

FIG. 5. The difference between the standard state free energy change on
forming a cylindrical aggregate with solubilized nanotube and the standard
state free energy change on forming a nanotube-free aggregate as a function
of the diameter of the nanotube or nanotube cluster for the parameter �AT

=5 mN /m. In nanotube-free solutions, these molecules have preferred natu-
ral curvatures of sphere �P64�, cylinder �P103 and P123� or lamella �L63�.
Negative values correspond to preference for nanotube solubilized
aggregates.
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the smallest nanotube is always preferentially solubilized
compared to the larger diameter tubes �Figs. 5 and 6�.

All of the PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymers and the
PEO-PPO diblock copolymers capable of solubilizing nano-
tubes are shown on Fig. 7 for different values of the domain
A-nanotube interfacial tension �AT. The figure also indicates
the shape of the aggregates formed by these block copoly-
mers in nanotube-free solutions. For both triblock and
diblock copolymers, the number of molecules that are ca-
pable of solubilizing the nanotubes decreases as the magni-
tude of �AT is increased. For �AT�14 mN /m, none of the
PEO-PPO-PEO triblocks solubilize any nanotubes and for
�AT�16 mN /m, none of the PEO-PPO diblocks solubilize
any of the nanotubes. In all cases, as �AT increases from 0,
the block copolymers showing a natural preference for cyl-
inders and other block copolymers whose properties are clos-
est to the cylinder formers are the molecules most likely to
solubilize the nanotubes.

F. Influence of various free energy contributions
on solubilization of nanotubes

First we examine how the size selectivity of solubiliza-
tion is influenced by various free energy contributions. All
but one of the free energy contributions controlling the for-
mation of cylindrical aggregates solubilizing nanotubes are
shown on Fig. 8 for the P103 block copolymer �whose natu-
ral curvature is cylinder� corresponding to the model param-
eter �AT=5 mN /m. These contributions are essentially simi-
lar to those associated with the formation of nanotube-free
aggregates.24–26 Not shown on Fig. 8 is the large negative
contribution associated with the transfer of the hydrophobic

A block from a singly dispersed molecule to an aggregate.
Indeed, this is the primary contribution driving the self-
assembly to occur as a spontaneous process. All of the re-
maining free energy contributions are shown on the figure
and are positive. Of these, the localization and backfolding
contributions are practically independent of the size of the
solubilized nanotube or cluster; hence, they do not affect the
size selectivity of solubilization. The interfacial free energy
at the domain A-domain B interface decreases strongly with
increasing nanotube size while the A block deformation free
energy also shows a weak decrease with increasing nanotube
size. Consequently, these contributions favor the solubiliza-
tion of larger diameter tubes or clusters. In contrast, the free
energy contributions arising from the dilution and deforma-
tion of the B block and the interfacial free energy at the
nanotube-domain A interface, all increase the magnitude
with increasing diameter of the nanotube or cluster. There-
fore, these contributions favor the solubilization of the
smaller diameter nanotubes.

Next we compare how the various free energy contribu-
tions affect the solubilization of a given nanotube for block
copolymer molecules with different natural curvatures. The

FIG. 6. The difference between the standard state free energy change on
forming a cylindrical aggregate with solubilized nanotube and the standard
state free energy change on forming a nanotube-free aggregate as a function
of the diameter of the nanotube or nanotube cluster for the parameter �AT

=10 mN /m. In nanotube-free solutions, these molecules have preferred
natural curvatures of cylinder �P103 and P123� or lamella �L63�. Negative
values correspond to preference for nanotube solubilized aggregates.

FIG. 7. The influence of the nanotube-domain A interfacial tension param-
eter �AT on the solubilization of nanotubes. For four different values of �AT,
the triblock copolymers capable of solubilizing the nanotubes are indicated
on the upper part of the figure and the diblock copolymers capable of solu-
bilizing the nanotubes are shown on the lower part of the figure. For the
triblocks, P103 and P123 are cylinder formers while the molecules to the left
are lamella formers and those on the right are sphere formers. Similarly for
diblocks, L63 is the cylinder former and those to its left are lamella formers
and those on the right are sphere formers.
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calculated difference between the free energy change on for-
mation of a cylindrical micelle incorporating the nanotube,
and that for the formation of a nanotube-free micelle of op-
timal shape �lamella, cylinder, or sphere�, ���g

o /kT�With CNT

− ���g
o /kT�No CNT, are listed on Table III, in terms of various

free energy contributions to aggregation, for three different
values of �AT. The three block copolymers chosen are the
lamella former �L122�, the cylinder former �P123�, and the
sphere former �L64� and the nanotube solubilized is taken to
be 1.1 nm in diameter. For all block copolymers, the increase
in �AT increases in magnitude of the free energy of formation
of the domain A-nanotube interface making solubilization of
nanotubes unfavorable. Although this is the largest contribu-
tion unfavorable to the solubilization of nanotubes, the A
block deformation, the B block deformation and the B block
dilution free energy contributions also increase making the
solubilization of the nanotubes unfavorable. For all block

copolymers, the free energy of formation of the domain
A-domain B interface decreases favoring the solubilization
of nanotubes. However, the increase in free energy contribu-
tions always dominates over the decrease in free energy con-
tributions and as a result, the increase in �AT diminishes the
capability of the block copolymers to solubilize the nano-
tubes.

As mentioned earlier, for �AT�14 mN /m, none of the
PEO-PPO-PEO triblocks solubilize any nanotubes and for
�AT�16 mN /m, none of the PEO-PPO diblocks solubilize
any of the nanotubes. Obviously, when the adhesive interac-
tions of the A domain with the nanotube becomes much
weaker than the cohesive interactions between the nano-
tubes, the solubilization is not favored at all. One can con-
ceive of ways to lower �AT and promote the solubilization of
nanotubes into the micelles. One approach is the surface
functionalization of the nanotube to cause a reduction in �AT,
including the possibility of a negative �AT. This is not a
favored approach since it requires covalent modifications to
the nanotube. The preferred alternative is to change the hy-
drophobic block A from polypropylene oxide to other hydro-
phobic polymers for which �AT will be smaller.

G. Microstructural features of aggregates
on solubilization of nanotubes

The microstructural features of the cylindrical aggre-
gates solubilizing the nanotubes are shown on Figs. 9–11 for
three block copolymers: The lamella former L63, the cylin-
der former P103 and the sphere former L64. As discussed
previously, their structural features in nanotube-free solu-
tions are listed in Table II. The dimensions R and D of the
hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains are plotted on Fig. 9.
Since the lamellar aggregate of L63 in the nanotube-free so-
lution becomes a cylinder solubilizing the nanotubes, the size
R is increased compared to the nanotube-free solution. Simi-
larly, the spherical aggregate of L64 in the nanotube-free
solution becomes a cylinder solubilizing the nanotubes and
therefore the size R is decreased compared to the nanotube-
free solution. For P103, since the shape remains cylindrical
always, the size R is not very much altered. For all three
block copolymers, the size R of the A domain decreases sig-
nificantly with increasing diameter of the solubilized nano-

FIG. 8. The contributions to the standard state free energy change on form-
ing a cylindrical aggregate with solubilized nanotube, for the P103 block
copolymer as a function of the diameter of the nanotube or nanotube cluster,
for the parameter �AT=5 mN /m.

TABLE III. Influence of various free energy contributions on the solubilization of CNT. �The calculated results are for a single wall CNT with a diameter of
1.1 nm.�

���g
o /kT�With CNT− ���g

o /kT�No CNT

L122
�Lamella preferring�

P103
�Cylinder preferring�

L64
�Sphere preferring�

�AT in mN/m
0 5 10 0 5 10 0 5 10

Block A dilution 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Block A deformation 0.73 0.85 0.96 �0.66 �0.55 �0.44 �1.17 �1.04 �0.92
Domain A-domain B interface 0.89 0.59 0.33 �0.72 �1.12 �1.49 �1.09 �1.60 �2.03
Block B dilution �1.20 �1.12 �1.04 0.29 0.45 0.59 1.11 1.31 1.49
Block B deformation �0.42 �0.36 �0.30 0.20 0.32 0.43 0.57 0.73 0.88
Localization 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.10 �0.04 0.00 0.04
Backfolding 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Domain A-nanotube interface 0.00 0.34 0.66 0.00 0.45 0.86 0.00 0.57 1.08
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tube or cluster. This is because of the decreasing curvature
when the diameter of the solubilized nanotube or cluster in-
creases and is entirely consistent with the similar decrease in
R seen when the aggregate shape changes from spherical to
cylindrical to lamellar, in the order of decreasing curvature.
For all three block copolymers, the size D of the B domain
increases slightly with increasing diameter of the solubilized
nanotube or cluster. This is again consistent with the finding

that the size D is practically unaffected by the shape of the
aggregate and is primarily controlled by the size of the block
B.

The number of block copolymer molecules per nm
length of the cylindrical aggregate is shown on Fig. 10 for all
three block copolymers: the lamella former L63, the cylinder
former P103 and the sphere former L64. In all cases, the
aggregation number increases as the diameter of the solubi-
lized nanotube increases. This can be anticipated from mo-
lecular packing requirements since the area of the aggregate
per unit length increases when the diameter of the solubilized
nanotube or cluster increases. For a given molecular packing,
the increased area will call for an increased number of mol-
ecules to occupy the space.

The area per molecule of the aggregate at the domain
A-domain B interface is plotted on Fig. 11 for all three block
copolymer molecules: the lamella former L63, the cylinder
former P103 and the sphere former L64. In all cases, this
area per molecule decreases with increasing diameter of the
solubilized nanotube. This is because of the decreasing cur-
vature when the diameter of the solubilized nanotube or clus-
ter increases and is entirely consistent with the similar de-
crease in area per molecule seen when the aggregate shape
changes from spherical to cylindrical to lamellar, in the order
of decreasing curvature.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a simple molecular scale theory to
describe the solubilization of CNTs or nanotube clusters by
amphiphilic block copolymers in aqueous solutions. The
theory is applicable to both single wall and multiwall nano-
tubes since the physics of the tubes is represented by a single

FIG. 9. Dimensions of the hydrophobic domain R and the hydrophilic do-
main D for nanotube solubilized cylindrical aggregates for the parameter
�AT=5 mN /m. In nanotube-free solutions, L64 forms spheres, P103 forms
cylinders, and L63 forms lamella.

FIG. 10. Aggregation number g per nm length for the nanotube solubilized
cylindrical aggregates corresponding to �AT=5 mN /m. In nanotube-free
solutions, L64 forms spheres, P103 forms cylinders, and L63 forms lamella.

FIG. 11. The interfacial area of the aggregate per block copolymer molecule
at the hydrophobic domain A-hydrophilic domain B interface, for the nano-
tube solubilized cylindrical aggregates, corresponding to �AT=5 mN /m. In
nanotube-free solutions, L64 forms spheres, P103 forms cylinders, and L63
forms lamella.
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interfacial tension parameter, �AT. Numerical simulations
based on the theory have been carried out for the commer-
cially available family of symmetric triblock copolymers,
PEO-PPO-PEO and also for diblock copolymers of PEO-
PPO having the same molecular weight and block composi-
tion as the triblock copolymers. The theoretical predictions
show that it is possible to solubilize nanotubes or nanotube
clusters to generate a thermodynamically stable aqueous
nanocolloidal solution, in contrast to the aqueous dispersions
of limited kinetic stability generated by simple adsorption of
surfactants and polymers on the nanotube. The calculated
results show that the block copolymer molecules with cylin-
der as the natural curvature are the obvious choices to solu-
bilize the nanotube or nanotube cluster while the molecules
whose properties are close to the cylinder formers are also
capable of solubilizing the nanotubes, in spite of their natural
curvature being spherical or lamellar. Increasing magnitude
of the interfacial tension parameter �AT �characterizing the
difference between the adhesive energy between the nano-
tube and the A block and the cohesive energy among the
nanotubes� decreases the propensity of the block copolymers
to solubilize the nanotubes. However, �AT can be potentially
manipulated by the choice of the hydrophobic block of the
block copolymer, thus allowing a variety of diblock and tri-
block copolymers to solubilize nanotubes and creating a ther-
modynamically stable nanocolloidal solution. Most interest-
ingly, the solubilization shows size selectivity that can be
exploited for a potential nanotube size fractionation process.
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